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Zusammenfassung des wissenschaftlichen Inhalts 
(Prof. Dr. Martin Sommer)  

Etwa ein Prozent der Erwachsenen stottern und erleben unwillkürliche Kontrollverluste der 
Sprechmotorik. Unsere Frage war, ob stotternde Erwachsene einen Sprechvorgang im 
Gehirn anders vorbereiten als nicht stotternde Erwachsene. Um dies zu klären, haben wir 
während des Sprechvorganges die Muskelaktivität der Zunge abgeleitet. Mit Hilfe der 
transkraniellen Magnetstimulation, also einer Spule, die mittels Magnetfeldern das 
Bewegungsareal der Zunge ansteuert, haben wir mit hoher zeitlicher Auflösung die 
Erregbarkeit des die Zunge steuernden Hirnareals und ihre Veränderung während des 
Sprechvorganges untersucht.  

Wir konnten zeigen, dass nicht stotternde Erwachsene vor allem im Bereich der linken 
Hirnhälfte die Erregbarkeit der motorischen Zungenrepräsentation im Sprechvorgang 
dynamisch modulieren. Diese Veränderung der Hirnerregbarkeit während des Übergangs 
von einem ersten zu einem zweiten Sprechsegment hat bei Stotternden gefehlt. Dies war 
abhängig von der in einer separaten Videoaufzeichnung gemessenen Stotterschwere, das 
heißt, je schwerer die untersuchten Probanden gestottert haben, desto schlechter hat die 
Bewegungsvorbereitung im linksseitigen motorischen Areals des Gehirn funktioniert. 

Sprechvorgänge sind also überwiegend in der linken Hirnhälfte repräsentiert. Dies war 
bislang zwar für die Sprachverarbeitung geklärt, für die Sprechvorbereitung aber nicht klar. 
Wir zeigen, an welcher Stelle des Gehirns bei Stotternden die Ausführung des 
Sprechvorgangs gestört ist. Die Korrelation zum Ausmaß zum Stottern legt darüber hinaus 



eine funktionelle Bedeutung des Befundes nahe. Der linke Motorkortex und die seine 
Erregbarkeit beeinflussenden, verbundenen Hirnberieche können nun gezielt untersucht und 
beeinflusst werden, um flüssiges Sprechen zu erleichtern. 
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Speech dynamics are coded in the left motor
cortex in fluent speakers but not in adults
who stutter

Nicole E. Neef,1,2,� T. N. Linh Hoang,1,� Andreas Neef,3 Walter Paulus1 and
Martin Sommer1

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

The precise excitability regulation of neuronal circuits in the primary motor cortex is central to the successful and fluent produc-

tion of speech. Our question was whether the involuntary execution of undesirable movements, e.g. stuttering, is linked to an

insufficient excitability tuning of neural populations in the orofacial region of the primary motor cortex. We determined the speech-

related time course of excitability modulation in the left and right primary motor tongue representation. Thirteen fluent speakers

(four females, nine males; aged 23–44) and 13 adults who stutter (four females, nine males, aged 21–55) were asked to build verbs

with the verbal prefix ‘auf’. Single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation was applied over the primary motor cortex during the

transition phase between a fixed labiodental articulatory configuration and immediately following articulatory configurations, at

different latencies after transition onset. Bilateral electromyography was recorded from self-adhesive electrodes placed on the

surface of the tongue. Off-line, we extracted the motor evoked potential amplitudes and normalized these amplitudes to the

individual baseline excitability during the fixed configuration. Fluent speakers demonstrated a prominent left hemisphere increase

of motor cortex excitability in the transition phase (P = 0.009). In contrast, the excitability of the right primary motor tongue

representation was unchanged. Interestingly, adults afflicted with stuttering revealed a lack of left-hemisphere facilitation.

Moreover, the magnitude of facilitation was negatively correlated with stuttering frequency. Although orofacial midline muscles

are bilaterally innervated from corticobulbar projections of both hemispheres, our results indicate that speech motor plans are

controlled primarily in the left primary speech motor cortex. This speech motor planning-related asymmetry towards the left

orofacial motor cortex is missing in stuttering. Moreover, a negative correlation between the amount of facilitation and stuttering

severity suggests that we discovered a main physiological principle of fluent speech production and its role in stuttering.
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Introduction
Effortless and fluent speech production is essential for suc-

cess in society. Persistent stuttering is a neurodevelopmental

speech fluency disorder with a complex genetic basis

(Fisher, 2010). It occurs in 5% of all children and persists

in about 1% of the adult population (Yairi and Ambrose,

2005), severely compromising quality of life (Yaruss,

2010).

MRI provides evidence that neural structures and neural

activity exhibit irregularities in persons with persistent de-

velopmental stuttering. The main findings are an imbal-

anced activation of speech-related auditory and motor

cortices (Brown et al., 2005), a reduced activation of sub-

cortical structures, including the basal ganglia and cerebel-

lum (Giraud et al., 2008; Watkins et al., 2008), a reduced

white matter integrity of left hemispheric speech motor re-

gions (Sommer et al., 2002; Watkins et al., 2008; Kell

et al., 2009; Cai et al., 2014), and a left inferior frontal-

premotor functional-connectivity deficit (Chang et al.,

2011; Chang and Zhu, 2013). For reports describing the

variability across previous imaging investigations see Cai

et al. (2014), Ingham et al. (2012) and Nil et al. (2008).

It is plausible to assume that this irregular structural and

functional connectivity relates to an irregular up- or down-

regulation of the local circuitry, or local excitability.

Regulation of excitability is the mechanism by which

motor programs are organized, selected, and finally exe-

cuted to perform a coordinated movement (Stinear et al.,

2009). Precise regulation of the excitability of neuronal cir-

cuits in the primary motor cortex is central to the successful

execution of speech movements. These neurons receive

input from a large distributed network and, as neurons of

the final motor-output stage, integrate this input to com-

mand coordinated, voluntary movements. Theories suggest

that the executed motor program is the ‘winner’ selected

out of a number of competing, simultaneously-activated

neural representations of potential actions (Cisek and

Kalaska, 2005). The accidental execution of an undesirable

movement, e.g. a stutter event, might therefore be triggered

by a failure in motor program activation which, on the

physiological level, is reflected in a dynamic imbalance be-

tween the facilitation and inhibition of neural populations

in the primary motor cortex (Michelet et al., 2010). Thus,

intracortical inhibitory and excitatory networks of the pri-

mary motor cortex, which are driven by large amounts of

input information from the cortical and subcortical regions,

control the selection and initiation of target movements and

suppress undesirable synergism (Stinear et al., 2009). This

theory clearly predicts a deviant excitability of the primary

motor cortex in stuttering which should be displayed in

altered patterns of speech-induced inhibition and facilita-

tion. This prediction is notoriously hard to address because

no animal models exist to investigate speech motor control

apart from birdsong (Wang et al., 2008), and invasive

methods which could directly measure these effects

cannot be employed in humans. Neuroimaging studies

have shown aberrant activity in the primary motor cortex

during stuttering, which has been taken as an indirect sign

of deviant excitability, and this has been interpreted in

favour of an imbalance of excitability (Ludlow and

Loucks, 2003).

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a non-inva-

sive technique that reads out motor cortex excitability by

stimulating a subset of neurons in a small part—approxi-

mately 1 cm3—of the cerebral cortex (Salvador et al.,

2011). The technique uses the principle of electromagnetic

induction. A very brief magnetic pulse induces an electrical

field, and thereby an electrical current, in conductive brain

tissue. Strong, suprathreshold stimuli applied over the

motor cortex directly elicit motor evoked potentials

(MEPs) in the target muscles of the stimulated area. The

MEP peak-to-peak amplitude is a common quantifier of

cortical excitability.

Previous TMS examinations of adults who stutter

focused on the corticospinal excitability of the primary

motor hand representation (Sommer et al., 2009; Alm

et al., 2013; Busan et al., 2013). Studies of the motor

cortex excitability for orofacial structures with TMS are

scarce and challenging (Devlin and Watkins, 2007), only

a single study examined the speech motor cortex excitabil-

ity in adults who stutter (Neef et al., 2011b). In that study,

we measured MEP responses at rest and at different inter-

vals after an artificial stimulus, i.e. a conditioning TMS

pulse. In adults who stutter, cortical excitability was modu-

lated less compared to fluent speakers. To elucidate

whether this reduced dynamic range of excitability modu-

lation also occurs during speech production, ultimately,

TMS pulses have to be applied during speaking. To moni-

tor the modulation of excitability in response to a certain

change in cortical activity, we replaced the artificial condi-

tioning TMS stimulus by speech-driven, intrinsic modula-

tory activity. Across trials, the initial excitability state was

controlled for cognitive load and myoactivity, as subjects

prolonged a fixed articulatory configuration and prepared

the pronunciation of a word chosen from a linguistically

homogeneous set. Consequently, in the current study, we

provide the first online assessment of motor cortex excit-

ability of the tongue representation during speaking. We

show that speech production fails to produce an increase

in speech-specific left motor cortex excitability in adults

who stutter, which contrasts to the situation in fluent

speakers.

Materials and methods

Participants

A total of 33 adults were recruited. All were native speakers of
German. Data on 13 adults who stutter (four females; mean
34.5 years, SD = 12.0) and 13 fluent speakers (four females,
mean 30.1 years, SD=7.8) were included in the analysis. We
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excluded three subjects because 140% of their motor threshold
was 480% of the maximum stimulator output, three other
subjects because they perceived the set-up as uncomfortable
and refused further participation, and one adult in the group
of fluent speakers was excluded because he showed 5% stut-
tered syllables on speech analysis. Adults who stutter were
recruited from the local stuttering support group and from
the Institute for Kassel Stuttering Therapy (Euler et al.,
2009). Fluent speakers were recruited by advertisement. The
groups were matched for age, handedness (Oldfield, 1971),
and education (1 = school; 2 = high school; 3 = 52 years col-
lege; 4 = 2 years college; 5 = 4 years college; 6 = postgraduate).
Eight adults who stutter reported a family history of stuttering.
None of the fluent speakers reported having a family history of
speech or language disorders. Apart from stuttering in the
group of adults who stuttered, participants reported no med-
ical history, neurological impairment, or drug use that would
potentially affect their neurological function. Before experi-
mental measures were obtained with TMS, all subjects were
screened for exclusion criteria using a standard TMS safety
screen (Keel et al., 2001). All subjects provided written in-
formed consent prior to inclusion in the study. All procedures
used in this study were approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the University Medical Centre Göttingen.

Stuttering severity was assessed by collecting samples of
reading aloud and spontaneous speech elicited through a stan-
dardized interview asking participants to narrate their daily
routine, to retell their favourite movie or novella and to give
directions when imagining a person asking the way. These
samples were video-recorded and analysed offline by a quali-
fied speech–language pathologist. The stuttering severity index
(SSI-3) was used to determine the frequency and duration of
stuttered syllables as well as physical concomitants of stutter-
ing. Stuttering severity in the adults who stutter was as fol-
lows: six were very mild, one was mild, two were moderate,
three were severe, and one was very severe. Table 1 summar-
izes the demographic information of the participants.

Electromyography

Surface recordings of the lingual muscle were made from the
contralateral and ipsilateral tongue-side with two pairs of dis-
posable, pre-gelled, silver/silver chloride ring electrodes
(5 mm � 100 mm, Viasys Neurocare). Electrodes were

mounted on a customized spoon-shaped silicon mouthpiece.
Contact area at the tongue was 5 mm � 10 mm at longitudinal
and lateral inter-electrode distances of 25 and 20 mm, respect-
ively. The mouthpiece was placed on the upper surface of the
tongue, and the subjects were asked to close their lips and
teeth comfortably without additional pressure and to hold
the end of the mouthpiece with the hand ipsilateral to the
TMS stimulation site, with the elbow comfortably supported.
During the recordings, participants were asked to press their
tongue slightly against the electrodes and their lower teeth.
This procedure was described previously (Neef et al., 2011b).
Surface electromyographic signals were amplified (�1000) and
Butterworth bandpass-filtered (bandwidth 20 Hz to 2 kHz)
with a Digitimer D360 amplifier, acquired at a sampling fre-
quency of 5 kHz, using a 1401 laboratory interface
(Cambridge Electronic Design). Recordings were controlled
by Signal Software (Cambridge Electronic Design, v 2.13)
and stored on a personal computer. An additional channel of
the system served to record audio signals of the elicited speech
simultaneous with the electromyographic signals. To do so, we
attached a wireless microphone (AKG PT 40) to the mouth-
piece and fed the acquired audio signal into a third channel of
the A/D converter.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation

Single-pulse TMS of the primary motor cortex was delivered
using a Magstim 2002 magnetic stimulator with a monophasic
current waveform (Magstim Company). The magnetic stimu-
lator was connected to a standard figure-of-eight coil with a
mean loop diameter of 7 cm. The intersection of the coil was
held tangentially to the skull with the handle pointing back-
wards and laterally at an angle of 45� to the sagittal plane in
order to generate a posterior-anterior current in the brain
(Kaneko et al., 1996; Di Lazzaro et al., 2004). The optimal
position of the coil was defined as the site where stimulation
consistently resulted in the largest MEPs. For localization, the
scalp surface was explored systematically, the position for con-
sistently inducing maximal MEPs in the contralateral tongue-
site at the lowest stimulus strength was identified as the ‘hot
spot’ and marked with a pen to ensure accurate coil placement
throughout the experiment (Muellbacher et al., 2001; Neef
et al., 2011b). The interstimulus interval between single TMS
pulses was 6 s (�10%, �0.2 Hz). A maximum of 50 pulses

Table 1 Participants demographic information, behavioural results and TMS motor thresholds

Measures Stuttering Controls Difference

n 13 13 n/a

Females (n) 4 4 n/a

Age in years 34.5 (7.8) 30.2 (12.0) P = 0.3 (n.s.)

Age of stuttering onset in years 4.0 (2.1) n/a n/a

SSI-3 overall score 23.5 (8.9) n/a n/a

% Stuttered disfluencies 7.6 (6.0) 0.3 (0.2) P = 0.001

Handedness 75.2 (43.6) 87.6 (17.8) P = 0.35 (n.s.)

Education* 3 4 P = 0.09 (n.s.)

Motor threshold left hemisphere 41.9 (7.3) 37.6 (3.2) P = 0.07 (n.s.)

Motor threshold right hemisphere 42.6 (5.6) 37.7 (3.4) P = 0.01

*Education is reported as median, group differences were quantified by Mann-Whitney test.

SSI-3 = Stuttering Severity Instrument, third edition; % stuttered disfluencies = stuttered syllables occurring per 100 syllables; n.s. = not significant.
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was applied before replacing the self-adhesive electrodes. The
frequent change of the electrodes was necessary because of
salivation. It took 5 min to clean the mouth piece, precisely
mount the new electrodes and prepare the subject for the sub-
sequent measurements. A maximum of 100 pulses was applied
to determine the hotspot and the motor threshold. Because of
the low rate of pulse repetition we ruled out a modulation of
motor cortex excitability by TMS pulses applied during this
procedure (Fitzgerald et al., 2006). The hot spot of the motor
tongue area was �2–3 cm anterior and 1–2 cm lateral to the
hand representation, which is consistent with the literature
(Svensson et al., 2003). Single TMS pulses were applied to
determine the minimal stimulus intensity to the nearest 1%
of the maximum stimulator output required to produce
MEPs of 4100mV in at least three of six consecutive stimuli.
This intensity defines the motor threshold and was set to
120% throughout the experiment.

To check that there is a sufficient dynamic range of excit-
ability modulation and ceiling effects due to saturation are not
present, we acquired MEP input-output curves. This procedure
was adopted from Rödel et al. (2003). We elicited MEPs by
stimulating stepwise during 30 trials, rising from 90% to
100%, 110%, 120%, 130%, and 140% of motor threshold.

Verbal stimuli and speech task

Verbal stimuli consisted of 49 German verbs always starting
with the prefix ‘auf’ and always continuing with a consonantal
cluster, e.g. ‘aufbleiben’ (to stay up). Words were selected from
the database Webcelex (MPI Nijmegen, NL; celex.mpi.nl) and
controlled for the linguistic parameters frequency, phonetic
complexity, number of letters, number of phonemes, number
of syllables, and word accent.

Figure 1A illustrates the time course of a single trial of the
speech task. Each trial started with a blank interval of 4000 ms
followed by a 1500 ms presentation of a verb without its cor-
responding prefix. Subjects were instructed to read the verb
silently and to remember it. Another blank interval of
3000 ms was followed by a plus sign informing the participant
to speak the prefix ‘auf’ and to prolong its labio-dental frica-
tive [f]. After 1500 ms a question mark appeared prompting
the articulation of the verb that the participant had previously
read. The whole sequence was repeated after 12 s.

The insertion of the prefix ‘auf’ was planned to force the
cortical dynamics to a predefined state. We wanted to ensure
(i) a comparable cognitive load (keep a word in mind); (ii) a
comparable myogenic state (prolonging a labiodental fricative);
and (iii) a comparable preparation of a motor response
(waiting for a go signal).

Experimental design

Participants were tested on both hemispheres, in two different
TMS sessions, separated by at least 48 h. The order of the
tested hemispheres was balanced between subjects. In each ses-
sion, we began with baseline assessments of the resting motor
threshold and input-output curve. This was followed by a fa-
miliarization period where the participants were asked to per-
form 10 trials of the speech task with the mouthpiece in the
correct position but without the delivery of TMS pulses. In the
core experiment, 98 trials were split into two blocks of 35
trials and one block of 28 trials. Pauses between blocks

lasted �5 min. A single TMS pulse was delivered per trial,
with an intertrial interval of 12 s. Motor cortex excitability
was measured at seven different time points: (i) during the
resting state, 2900 ms after the trial started; (ii) while holding
the fixed articulatory configuration of the labio-dental fricative
[f] 1000 ms after the first go-signal; and (iii) at five different
latencies of the transition phase between the fixed articulatory
configuration and the target speech gestures, namely 240 ms,
280 ms, 320 ms, 360 ms, and 400 ms after the second go-
signal. A total of 14 MEPs were acquired per condition.
Importantly, the baseline, resting state MEP measurement
occurs before the participants had been asked to read the
word and to keep it in their mind directly before probing ex-
citability. Had they already read the word the additional cog-
nitive load and the speech preparatory behaviour might engage
different neuronal processes and thus result in incomparable
dynamic states of the speech motor cortex. This is suggested
by a previous MEG study reporting a reversed cortico-cortical
processing chain for delayed single-word reading (Salmelin
et al., 2000).

Data analysis

Data analyses were performed using a custom-written EMG-
Browser in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). Acoustic speech wave-
forms were visually inspected in the data browser and speech
onset time was manually determined at the time point where
the waveform moved away from the baseline at the first clear
pulse of the vocal folds. We visually examined the electromyo-
graphic signal of all recordings, manually segmented all valid
MEPs, and excluded signals with TMS artefacts lasting beyond
the motor-evoked response. All valid recordings were fed into
consecutive analyses. To determine pre-TMS tongue activity
200 ms of the EMG signal immediately before the TMS arte-
fact were corrected for offset, rectified and averaged over the
two electrode pairs attached to the left side of the tongue and
to the right side of the tongue.

Mean peak-to-peak amplitudes were extracted separately for
each condition, for the contralateral and ipsilateral projection
in the left and the right hemisphere. To determine the
response-locked time course of excitability modulation, we ex-
tracted acoustic latencies relative to the individual speech onset
of the target. MEP latencies were calculated setting the target
speech onset as time zero. The selection of 50 ms bins, starting
40 ms after word onset. No less than nine observations per bin
were present for each time bin in each group. For later statis-
tical analyses we performed normalization in two cases. First,
MEP amplitudes during the prolongation were related to MEP
amplitudes during rest. Grand averages are plotted in Fig. 3.
Second, MEP amplitudes of the transition phase were related
to the absolute MEP amplitude during prolongation
Fig. 4B. All absolute grand average MEP amplitudes are
plotted in Fig. 4A.

Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS,
Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0). Data of all metric vari-
ables were first fed into Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for each
group separately to evaluate whether the samples come from
a population with a specific distribution. Group differences of
age, handedness, percentage of stuttered syllables, and motor
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thresholds were tested by two-tailed unpaired t-tests. Group
differences of education, speech onset times, and pre-TMS
tongue activity at baseline and during prolongation were
tested by Mann-Whitney tests.

To test the variance of pre-TMS tongue activity in the
transition phase a mixed-model ANOVA was calculated
with Hemisphere (left, right) and Time (�50 ms, �100 ms,
�150 ms, �200 ms) as within-subjects factors and Group as
between-subjects factor.

To test the variance of motor cortex excitability during pro-
longing the German prefix ‘auf’ we employed a mixed-model
ANOVA with Group as between-subject factor and

Hemisphere (left, right), and Tongue projection (ipsilateral,
contralateral) as within-subject factor.

To test for group differences in speech-specific modulation of
motor cortex excitability, we used two-tailed unpaired t-tests
and thus compared the normalized MEP amplitudes (normal-
ized to the augmented baseline excitability, while holding the
fixed articulatory configuration of the labio-dental fricative).
Paired two-tailed t-tests were used to evaluate differences be-
tween speech-related excitability and baseline excitability. Not
all bins contained data from all subjects due to the somewhat
random delay between go signal and speech onset (Fig. 4B).
The t-tests were performed for eight time bins. Because data in

Figure 1 Experimental set-up and procedure. (A) Flowchart of trial. Participants silently read a German verb presented on a screen. A

first visual go-signal ( + ) instructed the participant to start speaking the invariant prefix ‘auf’ and to prolong the ‘fff’ until a second visual go-signal

(!) indicated to move onto speaking the previously presented verb. To study a time window of 350 ms preceding the second speech gesture, we

used 70 single pulse TMS trials per hemisphere per subject, in which we varied the interval between the single TMS pulse and the speech onset of

the verb stem. (B) Traces of the electromyography with MEPs elicited in the contralateral (right) and ipsilateral (left) tongue-side by TMS of the left

primary motor cortex. Stimulation intensity was 120% of the individual’s motor threshold. The lower line shows the oscillogram indicating speech

onset of the particle ‘auf’ and the subsequent speech signal.
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the bins are not independent, because of the inherently limited
speed with which excitability is modulated, it is not clear to
which degree a correction for multiple comparisons is needed;
uncorrected values are reported.

For the group of adults who stutter, we related the mean
normalized MEP amplitude across all time bins with the per-
centage of syllables stuttered using an exponential function.
This was done separately for the two hemispheres and their
merged projections.

A mixed-model ANOVA was used to test the variance of
motor thresholds with Group (adults who stutter, fluent speak-
ers) as between-subject factor and Hemisphere (left, right) as
within-subject factor. Variance in the MEP input-output curves
was tested with a mixed-model ANOVA with Group as be-
tween-subject factor and Hemisphere, Tongue projection (ipsi-
lateral, contralateral), and Intensity (90, 100, 110, 120, 130,
140% motor threshold) as within-subject factors.

To control whether speaking with the mouthpiece in place
resulted in a change of the motor cortex excitability we com-
pared MEP amplitudes recorded before and after familiariza-
tion. The before familiarization condition was characterized by
the input-output curve MEPs at 120% motor threshold.
Responses recorded during resting state within a trial served
as after-familiarization MEPs. These MEPs were elicited with
the same stimulation intensity, 2900 ms after trial onset, but
before word presentation. We conducted a mixed-model
ANOVA with Hemisphere (left, right) and Task (within trial,
input-output curve MEP at 120% motor threshold) as within-
subjects factors and Group as between-subjects factor. We
compared motor cortex excitability at the beginning of the
test phase (first 20 MEPs) with motor cortex excitability at
the end of the test phase (last 20 MEP) to exhaustedly test
whether speaking with the mouthpiece affects excitability of
the tongue motor cortex over the whole time course of the
experiment. Only MEPs of the transition phase were con-
sidered, i.e. the data that entered Fig. 4A and B, but here,
MEPs were pooled within subjects regardless of the exact
time point when stimulation occurred in the transition phase.
We conducted another mixed-model ANOVA with
Hemisphere (left, right) and Time (first 20 MEPs, last
20 MEPs) as within-subjects factors and Group as between-
subjects factor.

Significant effects in ANOVAs were further evaluated with
ANOVAS or t-test.

Results

Adults who stutter were fluent and as
fast as fluent speakers when
responding to the second go-signal

Intelligibility of the utterances was limited due to the

mouthpiece. As a consequence, an analysis of the frequency

of stuttering events in the phrases uttered during the ex-

periment would not be reliable. Nevertheless, we can use

the speech onset time distribution to draw conclusions on

the performance of the speakers because most disfluencies

occur at word initial position (Bloodstein and Ratner,

2008) and hence would cause longer speech onset times.

Figure 2A and B illustrate that adults who stutter were as

fast (speech onset time = 480 ms) as fluent speakers (speech

onset time = 461 ms, U = 92, P = 0.724). This implies a

minimal amount of stuttering events throughout the experi-

ment. Figure 2B demonstrates speech onset times of all

trials normalized to the timing of the TMS pulse. Adults

who stutter show a longer tail at the left illustrating that

slightly more trials were characterized by longer speech

onset times and maybe stuttering events but those trials

were not included in the statistical analysis. Respondents

reported that they had not stuttered during the experiment

when asked.

The number of trials in which the subject started voicing

before the TMS pulse was applied is 334 for control sub-

jects and 336 for adults who stutter (Fig. 2C).

Adults who stutter show the same
level of the pre-TMS tongue
innervation as fluent speakers

Figure 2D–F depicts tongue activity before TMS. During

the within-task resting state condition (2700–2895 ms)

tongue pressure was similar between groups (left hemi-

sphere grand median = 16 mV, P4 0.05; right hemisphere

grand median = 19 mV, P4 0.05). The same holds true

for the prolongation of the voiceless, labio-dental fricative

(9300–9495 ms, left hemisphere grand median = 30 mV,

P4 0.05). Right hemisphere projections show a higher

median in fluent speakers (56 mV) compared to adults

who stutter (25 mV) with a grand median = 34 mV, but no

significant group difference (P4 0.05). Kolmogorov-

Smirnov tests reject the hypothesis of normal distribution

of pre-TMS tongue activity during resting state and during

the prolongation of the fricative. Therefore, all comparisons

were calculated with independent samples median tests. For

the transition phase after the second go-signal the time

course of tongue activity divided into 50 ms bins over a

period of 200 ms. In this case Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests

indicate normality of pre-TMS tongue activity for all con-

ditions. A mixed model ANOVA yielded no effect of

Group, no effect of Hemisphere, and no interactions, but

an effect of Time [F(3,22) = 7.85, P = 0.006, Greenhouse-

Geisser corrected]. To summarize, tongue pressure was

comparable between groups across conditions and rose

slightly towards the transition phase.

Adults who stutter exhibit a
left-lateralized increase of excitability

To test the level of excitation during speaking, we normal-

ized MEP amplitudes to resting state activity. While fluent

speakers showed a right-lateralized increase of excitability,

adults who stutter showed a left-lateralized increase of ex-

citability (Fig. 3). This is evident in the interaction

of Group � Hemisphere [F(24,1) = 5.0, P = 0.036,

Greenhouse-Geisser corrected]. Post hoc two-tailed paired
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t-tests revealed a marginally increased excitation towards

the right hemisphere in fluent speakers (t = 2.06, P =

0.062) and a significantly increased excitation towards

the left hemisphere in adults who stutter (t = 2.43,

P = 0.032).

Fluent speakers have a left-lateralized
facilitation of the primary motor
tongue representation before the
speech segment is executed

To assess the modulation of excitability in the transition

phase from a fixed articulatory configuration towards

target speech movements, we normalized MEP amplitudes

at stimulus-locked time points in the transition phase in

relation to the excitation level during the prolongation of

the fricative. Only fluent speakers showed an additional

facilitation of neurons in the left hemisphere primary

motor tongue representation (Fig. 4B). Response-locked

normalized MEP amplitudes were significantly increased

up to 260 ms before speech onset of the target speech

movements (0.0095P5 0.049, uncorrected; for all P-

values see Supplementary Table 1). In contrast, right hemi-

sphere projections did not show this facilitation in the tran-

sition phase to the subsequent speech gestures, except for

the ipsilateral projection 110 ms to 60 ms before speech

onset (P = 0.039, uncorrected). Adults who stutter lacked

a facilitation of neurons in the left hemisphere primary

motor tongue representation (for the P-values see

Supplementary Table 1). To check for differences between

adults who stutter and fluent speakers, we ran two-tailed

unpaired t-tests. Fluent speakers showed a significantly

increased excitation in the contralateral left hemisphere

projection up to �160 ms before speech onset

(0.0045P5 0.041 uncorrected; for all P-values see

Supplementary Table 2).

Speaking with the mouthpiece affected excitability of the

tongue motor cortex over the whole time course of the

experiment. This is the result of the comparison of non-
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normalized, absolute MEP amplitudes taken from the tran-

sition phase at the beginning (first 20 MEPs) and at the end

of the test phase (last 20 MEP). ANOVA showed an effect

of Time [F(1,24) = 10.12, P = 0.004, Greenhouse-Geisser

corrected], an effect of Hemisphere [F(1,24) = 113.95,

P50.001], an effect of Group [F(1,24) = 26.0, P5 0.001]

and a Group � Hemisphere interaction [F(1,24) = 26.18,

P50.001]. To further disentangle the Group �

Hemisphere interaction we calculated two mixed-model

ANOVAs separately for each hemisphere. Left hemisphere

analysis yielded an effect of Time [F(1,24) = 6.31 P = 0.019,

Greenhouse-Geisser corrected] and an effect of Group

[F(1,24) = 47.93, P5 0.001] but no Group � Time interac-

tion. Right hemisphere analysis yielded an effect of Time

[F(1,24) = 12.97 P = 0.001, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected]

but no effect of Group and no interaction. Regardless of

hemisphere or group, MEPs were smaller at the end of the

experiment than at the beginning, as shown in Fig. 5D. In

summary, the observed decrease in MEP amplitude from

the first third of test pulses in the transition phase to the

last third of pulses could indicate habituation. However,

this occurs to the same degree in fluent speakers and

in adults who stutter. The finding that differentiates

the two groups is the larger MEP response to left hemi-

spheric TMS in the control group (Fig. 5E). This is the

effect that we also found in the normalized data and

report in Fig. 4B.

The magnitude of left-lateralized
facilitation was correlated with
stuttering severity

If the observation of a modulated excitability of left hemi-

sphere primary motor tongue representation was indeed

related to speech fluency, one would expect a correlation

between the excitability modulation and stuttered syllables.

To assess this relationship, we plotted these parameters

against one other and observed a tight covariance, which

could be tentatively described by an exponential fit (Fig. 6).

In this phenomenological description, the correlation be-

tween the M1 excitability modulation and the percentage

of stuttered syllables was significant for the left projection

(P = 0.004) but only marginally significant for right projec-

tions (P = 0.055).
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Adults who stutter have an
attenuated motor threshold of the
primary motor tongue
representation

The motor threshold was assessed to adjust stimulation in-

tensity individually and is given as per cent of the maximum

stimulator output. This is a well-established procedure to

avoid a group effect induced by different motor thresholds

of the recruited subjects. The motor thresholds differed be-

tween groups [ANOVA, effect of group, F(1, 24) = 6.09,

P5 0.021], with no effect of hemisphere, and no interaction

(Fig. 5C). Post hoc t-tests demonstrated higher thresholds in

adults who stutter (left 41.9, SD 7.3; right 42.6, SD 5.6)

compared to fluent speakers [left 37.6, SD 3.2; right 37.7,

SD 3.4; t(50) = �3.33, P = 0.0016 with Bonferroni correc-

tion]. This difference should be interpreted carefully.

Macroanatomical features dominate the motor threshold

(Kozel et al., 2000; Salvador et al., 2011) and the intersub-

ject variability is high, especially for stimulation of neurons

of the primary motor tongue area, which extend into the

depth of the central sulcus’ ventrorostral part (Grabski

et al., 2012). Possibly due to the high intersubject variability,

previous reports on motor thresholds in stuttering are am-

biguous (Neef et al., 2011 a; Alm et al., 2013). Throughout

the experiment, the applied stimuli were normalized to the

subjects motor threshold. This levels the intersubject variabil-

ity and as a result, input-output curves show no effect of

group, as reported in the next section.

In resting state, adults who stutter
exhibit a normal dynamic range of
motor cortex excitability

The MEP input-output curve was assessed to ensure a

broad dynamic range of excitability modulation in both

groups and thus to avoid ceiling effects due to saturation

of the stimulated neural populations at a stimulation inten-

sity of 120% of motor threshold. The analysis of the MEP

input-output curve (Fig. 5F) yielded a main effect of

Tongue projection [ANOVA, F(1,23) = 10.15, P = 0.004],

a main effect of Intensity [F(5,19) = 33.1, P5 0.0001],

and an interaction of Tongue projection � Intensity

[F(5,19) = 4.5, P = 0.028], but no effect of Group

[F(1,23) = 0.01, P = 0.91] as well as no other effects. As

shown in Fig. 5F, MEP peak-to-peak amplitudes increase

with increasing stimulation intensity. In both groups, the

facilitation was particularly marked in the contralateral

tongue projection after stimulation of the left hemisphere

as shown in Fig. 5F.

The MEP input-output curve mirrors cortical excitability

under resting state conditions. To investigate a potential

effect due to speaking with the mouthpiece we compared

MEP amplitudes before and after familiarization. Before

familiarization, as part of the input-output curve, MEPs

were elicited at 120% motor threshold. The same intensity

was applied throughout the experimental phase and the

within-trial resting state condition, 2900 ms post-trial

onset. The mixed-model ANOVA resulted in an effect of

Task [F(1,24) = 18.0, P5 0.001] with an increased excit-

ability observed in the within-trial condition (Fig. 5A and

B). No other effects or interactions occurred. This might be

caused by a familiarization to the new speech environment

(Xivry et al., 2013; Kadota et al., 2014), or by training

(Svensson et al., 2006). An alternative cause could be a

general arousal effect due to the visual attention required

in the task (Ruge et al., 2014). However, this occurred to

the same degree in fluent speakers and in adults who stutter

and was therefore not discussed.

Discussion
Fluent speech requires the highly integrated control of the

orofacial and respiratory muscles. During speech the oro-

facial primary motor cortex integrates excitatory and in-

hibitory signals from various cortical and subcortical sites

in order to generate excitatory patterns orchestrating

speech movements. Speech flow is often interrupted in stut-

tering, as sound prolongations, sound and syllable
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repetitions, and speech blocks indicate an inability to move

onto subsequent speech segments. Using TMS, we tracked

the modulation of motor cortex excitability during pro-

cesses of speech motor planning and the timed initiation

of sensorimotor speech programs. Specifically, we acquired

motor cortex excitability (i) during voluntary prolongation

of a speech sound; and (ii) during the transition phase be-

tween an invariant articulatory configuration and various

subsequent speech movements. The major finding of our

current study was the unilateral facilitation of the orofacial

primary motor cortex in fluent speakers but the absence of

such facilitation in adults who stutter. The critical patho-

physiological role of the primary motor cortices is stressed

by the inverse correlation of stuttering frequency and inter-

gestural facilitation (Fig. 6).

How can we explain the left
lateralized increase of motor cortex
excitability in fluent speakers and the
lack thereof in adults who stutter?

The complex interactions of brain areas and the results of

related experiments are best discussed in the context of

concrete models of cognitive function. The GODIVA

model (Gradient Order Directions into Velocities of

Articulators; Bohland et al., 2010) postulates two inde-

pendent mechanisms in the primary motor cortex finalizing

the cortical and subcortical control of fluent speech output:

(i) motor output cells; and (ii) motor plan cells. Motor

output cells coordinate the timing and initiation of sensori-

motor speech programs. Here the pre-supplementary motor

area triggers the release of planned speech sounds in inter-

action with the putamen, globus pallidus, and thalamus.

This cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical network interacts in

both the left and the right primary motor cortex to bilat-

erally innervate the orofacial structures during speaking. In

contrast to the motor output cells, the motor plan cells are

hypothesized to occur only in the left orofacial motor

cortex, which is supported by the observation of a left

hemisphere specialization for phonation and vocalization

(Terumitsu et al., 2006). The motor plan cells integrate

selected sensorimotor programs driven by the left posterior

inferior frontal gyrus, the adjoining left ventral premotor

cortex [Brodmann area (BA) 44/BA6], and the left supple-

mentary motor area (Peeva et al., 2010). An uncoupling of

motor output cells from motor plan cells would allow the

system to prepare subsequent sensorimotor programs while

a former program is executed (Bohland et al., 2010).

Our data show that the excitability of the left orofacial

motor cortex is transiently increased just before a novel

speech gesture is executed. It thereby provides evidence

for such an uncoupling of speech motor planning in the

left primary motor cortex from speech output initiation in

both motor cortices. It is tempting to speculate that the

increased excitation of the left orofacial motor cortex in

the transition phase mirrors activated motor programs in

the primary motor cortex of fluent speakers waiting for the

initiation to release. This interpretation is supported by

the fact that phonological manipulation specifically involves

the left primary motor cortex but not the right primary

motor cortex in fluent speakers (Peeva et al., 2010).

The fact that adults who stutter did not generate a facili-

tation of left motor cortex is likely related to weaker struc-

tural connectivity and altered interplay between left

hemisphere speech-related brain regions. A huge body of

literature supports the theory that stuttering is a disconnec-

tion syndrome because white matter integrity is reduced in

the fibre bundles of the left hemisphere speech-related net-

work (Sommer et al., 2002; Chang et al., 2008; Watkins

et al., 2008; Cykowski et al., 2010; Cai et al., 2014). In a

fibre-tracking study (Chang et al., 2011), adults who stutter

showed a significantly smaller number of white matter

voxels passing through the motor cortex in the left superior

longitudinal fasciculus compared to fluent speakers. This

structural deficit might impede the transfer of selected sen-

sorimotor programs from left BA44/BA6 to the orofacial

motor cortex and, as a consequence, motor planning could

exert a smaller influence on motor cortex excitability via

cortico-cortical connections (Greenlee et al., 2004). An al-

ternative view is that the reduced white matter integrity

hampers cortico-striatal connectivity (Civier et al., 2013)

interrupting the smooth sequencing of subsequent speech

segments via the cortico-thalamo-cortical loop (Alm, 2004).

The lack of excitability facilitation found here in adults

who stutter could also be caused by an imbalanced neuro-

transmitter system because dopamine affects cortical excit-

ability and activity in a non-linear, dose-dependent manner

(Nitsche et al., 2010; Lissek et al., 2014). Indeed, in adults

who stutter, increased dopaminergic activity has been re-

ported (Wu et al., 1997) and pharmacological interventions

with dopamine antagonists have been shown to improve

symptoms of stuttering (Maguire et al., 2004). When

given to control subjects, the dopamine agonists bromo-

criptin and carbergoline reduce intracortical facilitation at

resting state (Ziemann et al., 1997; Korchounov et al.,

2007). In an earlier study we found that in adults who

stutter the intracortical facilitation is likewise reduced

(Neef et al., 2011b). This complementary neurobiological

theory of stuttering supports the view that a chronic hyper-

dopaminergic activity could hinder response competition

and thus the timed selection of motor output cells (Civier

et al., 2013) and also connects to the findings of impaired

motor learning in adults who stutter (Smits-Bandstra et al.,

2006; Smits-Bandstra and De Nil, 2009).

In either case, disconnections, elevated dopamine or a

combination of both might result in a weakened transfer

of sensorimotor programs to the motor plan cells in the left

M1 or effect a delayed selection of motor output cells. The

reduced dynamic range for intracortical facilitation indi-

cated a weakening of the capability to encode specialized

sensorimotor programs at the level of the primary motor

cortex. Both processes seem to be plausible mechanisms
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that could result in intermittent interruptions of fluent

speech.

Speech sound prolongation elevates
left orofacial primary motor cortex in
stuttering

The voluntary prolongation of a speech sound is a rather

artificial condition for fluent speakers, whereas it happens

involuntarily in stuttering. In the current experiment, we

asked adults who stutter as well as fluent speakers to vol-

untarily prolong the fricative of the German prefix ‘auf’ in

order to acquire the state-dependent motor cortex excitabil-

ity for speaking. Accordingly, we controlled for cognitive

load and pre-TMS innervation of orofacial muscles. The

articulation of the fricative requires a constriction between

the lower lip and the upper incisors, but the tongue rests

with its tip gently touching the lower incisors. Although the

tongue does not play an active part in this, motor cortex

excitability was increased compared to the resting state

(Fig. 3). Considering the bilateral innervation of articula-

tory structures, one would expect a comparable increase of

excitability in both hemispheres. But our data show a left-

lateralized increase in adults who stutter, contrary to a

trend towards a right lateralized increase in fluent speakers.

Besides the prolongation of the prefix ‘auf’, the cognitive

state during this time in the task also reflects preparation

for the production of the next word following the second

go signal. Therefore the observed elevated excitation may

reflect a different preparatory behaviour with an excessive

activation of the primary motor cortex instead of the infer-

ior frontal areas in adults who stutter (Salmelin et al.,

2000).

This observed group difference during the state we nor-

malized to may raise the question whether normalizing the

data of the transition phase to the phase of prolongation

could have driven the apparent differences in MEPs during

speech production. To demonstrate that between-group dif-

ferences were not driven by the normalization, we plotted

the grand averages of the non-normalized absolute MEP

amplitudes for all conditions in Fig. 4A. Kolmogorov-

Smirnov tests indicated non-normality of MEP amplitudes

in the bins characterizing the response-locked trajectory of

speech motor preparation. To overcome this problem of

variability, we pooled absolute MEP amplitudes for all

time points before speaking but separately for each hemi-

sphere. The same data points that entered the analysis on

normalized data were analysed here. An additional mixed-

model ANOVA with Hemisphere as within-subjects factor

and Group as between-subjects factor resulted in an effect

of Group [F(24,1) = 18.86, P50.001], an effect of

Hemisphere [F(24,1) = 140.24, P5 0.001, Greenhouse-

Geisser corrected], and a Group �Hemisphere interaction

[F(24,1) = 70.22, P5 0.001]. Left hemisphere MEP ampli-

tudes were significantly larger in fluent speakers (1.67 mV,

SD 0.25 mV) compared to adults who stutter [1.12 mV, SD

0.19 mV; t(24) = 6.629, P50.001]. Right hemisphere MEP

amplitudes were not different between groups (fluent speak-

ers 1.06 mV, SD 0.17 mV; adults who stutter 1.0 mV, SD

0.18 mV). The dramatic effect is in line with our interpret-

ation and as it occurs in the raw MEP amplitudes, it ex-

cludes the possibility that the normalization created the

effect of group.

However, for the sake of our study question we decided

to normalize MEP amplitudes of the transition phase to the

state of cortical excitability during prolongation. MEPs are

variable in size and shape even when stimulation intensity

and the coil positioning are kept constant (Rösler et al.,

2008). This variability is particularly pronounced when re-

cording from orofacial muscles (Devlin and Watkins,

2007). The neurogenic origin of this variability lies partly

in the fluctuating number of excited motor neurons as a

result of variation of facilitation by voluntary contraction

or cognitive events. Speaking integrates both voluntary con-

traction of orofacial muscles and cognitive control. During

prolongation of the introductory syllable ‘auf’ the orofacial

cortical neurons descend into a reference state of excitabil-

ity, an appropriate reference to normalize MEP amplitudes

during the transition phase.

Conclusion and outlook

Our data integrate structural and neurophysiological find-

ings into a plausible model of speech pathophysiology in

persistent developmental stuttering. Moreover, our results

support a theoretical framework of speech motor control,

namely the GODIVA model (Bohland et al., 2010). With

regard to this model, our data suggest that stuttering is

associated with the inadequate activation of sensorimotor

plans in the left orofacial motor cortex. Because it is pos-

tulated that cortico-cortical connections from BA44/BA6

and the supplementary motor area provide the segmental

and suprasegmental plan, one could speculate that a facili-

tation of those regions, for instance with non-invasive neu-

rostimulation, would facilitate the stable activation of the

sensorimotor plans in the left primary motor cortex. This

should be evident in a normalization of the motor cortex

excitability in the transition phase between articulatory

gestures.

Stuttering was not overtly present in the vast majority of

our trials. Our finding therefore indicates an abnormal

motor preparation in adults who stutter, even in mostly

fluent parts of speech. This points to a chronic aberration

of the physiology not permanently accompanied by clinical

symptoms (Fox et al., 1996). Our method allows probing

the functional integrity of speech production networks in a

performance independent manner.

Our data do not allow conclusions with regard to sub-

cortical pathological mechanism of stuttering. This is prob-

lematic because a large body of literature emphasizes

subcortical irregularities (Wu et al., 1997; Alm, 2004;

Brown et al., 2005; Giraud et al., 2008; Chang et al.,

2011; Ingham et al., 2012). A combination of a virtual
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lesion approach with our new method would allow one to

indirectly prove the impact of the timed initiation of speech

gestures and thus the functionality of the cortico-striato-

thalamo-cortical loop. Inhibition of the pre-supplementary

motor area as part of this loop would hinder the balance of

input from the thalamus to the bilaterally organized motor

output cells. If this balance played a role in the planning

phase, one would observe a decrease of facilitation in the

left primary motor cortex of fluent speakers. Likewise, a

facilitation of this loop would normalize the left motor

cortex excitability in adults who stutter. It will be import-

ant to test these hypotheses in future experiments.
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